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The research object of this thesis is < Ages Trilogy> which was written by Wang 
Xiaobo. We are trying to analyze almost all the female images and the typical 
relations between the sexes showed through the gender perspective meticulously and 
across-the-board, thereby unscramble Masculism hiding in the test. 
The part of Introduction introduces the actuality of the research of Wang Xiaobo 
and his works, and the research methods and innovation of this thesis. 
Chapter one is to recognize Wang Xiaobo′s efforts to breakthrough the traditional 
femininity from three aspects, including the deconstruction of mainstream 
masculinity,to some extent of the liberation of the female body and the pursuit of 
poetic life of women.However,we should aware that these efforts of making women 
as the self are only superficial,not essential in the text. 
In Chapter two,we will use phallogocentric as the touchstone to analysis the 
masculine fantasy of fright of women in front of the penis as well as the pornography 
description of female body to meet the potential psychological needs of “see” of the 
men.The analyses reveal the essence of the gender relationship that men are the self 
and women are the other in the logic of phallogocentric in the text. 
In Chapter three,we are trying to interprete the sexual politics that is hidden in 
the usual sexual relationship and SM in the complex text.We are also trying to build 
our analysis on the comparison of the three novels in <Bronze Age> and their 
counterparts in Legend of Tang Dynasty,which comes to the conclusion that sexual 
politics still exsits in the text after about a thousand years. 
In the part of conclusion, we consider that the masculism in the < Ages Trilogy > 
is not isolated,but the inheritance of the masculism history.Judging from the 
horizontal,it is a link of phallogocentric system.While judging from the vertical,it 
inherites the masculism unconscious,and becomes a part of masculism history. 
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